Currently, biomarker research and the efforts for the application of the research not only for cancer diagnosis, but also for the diagnosis of nervous system disorders, immune diseases, and inflammatory diseases, are becoming more active. In particular, as companion diagnostics have stood out as a requirement for personalized treatment, a new trend has developed in which many multinational pharmaceutical companies have applied companion diagnostic testing techniques for the development of new drugs; this has increased their prospects of leading the molecular diagnostics market worldwide [1] . The US Food and Drug Administration has also provided institutional support, such as help with presenting guidelines for companion diagnostic personalized medicines, since July 2011 [2] . When such developments in the medical industry are combined with efforts to develop revolutionary technologies in the field of genomic analysis, the discovery of urinary metabolic biomarkers related to interstitial cystitis (IC), in the field of urology is considered to bear much significance. In order to achieve this, there is a need to take an approach directed at the discovery of individualized biomarkers for genome-based diagnosis and prediction of disease progression and complications by combining IC-related clinical information with genomic analysis data. In particular, an understanding of the precise nature of clinical characteristics of IC that show ethnicity-based differential expression is needed, along with the development of standard clinical treatment guidelines suited for the unique characteristics of Koreans through evidence-based medicine. For the Chinese medical industry, the development of individualized service products enabling genome-based disease prediction and diagnosis, such as the development of an individualized genomic prediction technique, would be possible; and research that can serve as the cornerstones for establishing the basis and clinical research network is being introduced in this issue [3] . This research is highly significant as it provides an opportunity to apply revolutionary molecular diagnostic technology described in these studies to urinary inflammatory diseases; and this will serve as a good opportunity for application of knowledge from the field of urology to future companion diagnostic research.
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In an age when data is driving discovery, it can be said that the results of this study can be used effectively for diagnosis, which is the end stage of hypothesis testing in medical research.
